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Chapter �

Introduction

The three	body problem of celestial mechanics has� over the course of the
past three centuries� given rise to many incredible developments in math	
ematics� The modern theory of dynamical systems grew out of such de	
velopments� initiated mainly by Henri Poincar�e and further developed by
G�D� Birkho� and others� Their work was motivated by classical problems
in celestial mechanics which classical methods were not powerful enough
to solve� These classical problems and methods stemmed from the search
for explicit solutions to systems of di�erential equations� particularly those
systems which govern the dynamics of mutually interacting heavenly bod	
ies subject only to Newtonian gravitational forces� These explicit solutions�
when they can be found� tell us exactly what will happen to our system as
time passes�
What if an explicit �closed	form� solution cannot be found� In some

situations� one can even prove rigorously that such solutions do not exist�
Either way� we need to reevaluate what we wish to know about our system�
The dynamicist would like to be able to say whether a given initial con	
�guration leads to periodic orbits� quasiperiodic orbits� repeated collisions
between the bodies� the escape of one or more bodies� or some other sit	
uation� We would also like to know how much the long	term evolution of
the system is changed by small changes in the system�s initial con�guration�
The �dynamical systems� approach to celestial mechanics consists of ana	
lyzing the long	term qualitative and asymptotic behavior of this system of
di�erential equations� in such a way that the explicit solution of the system
never needs to be written down�
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��� From Poincar�e maps to twist maps

One way this is done is by looking at the time	evolution of regions of the
system�s phase space� rather than of individual points� The evolution of a
system with given initial conditions is given by a curve in phase space� If
one initial condition leads to periodic behavior� then nearby initial condi	
tions will yield trajectories that almost close on themselves� Suppose we
�x some point on the periodic orbit and take a codimension one slice of
phase space �transverse to the periodic trajectory�� De�ne a new mapping
as follows� given a point on the codimension one slice� follow its trajectory
until it intersects the slice again� This point of intersection is the image of
the original point� the resulting map is called the Poincar�e return map for
the system� Now instead of a continuously evolving system of di�erential
equations� we have a discrete mapping de�ned in a small neighborhood of a
point on a manifold of one less dimension than our original phase space�
The Poincar�e map often gives us deep insights into the system�s dynam	

ics� In the case of the planar isosceles three	body problem� two scientists
were able to couple a Poincar�e map for the system with a novel partition of
phase space to give a global analysis of the system�s dynamics ����� They
were able to do all of that without solving the rather nasty nonlinear di�er	
ential equations for this Hamiltonian system�
Continuing with this problem� which will contextualize the discussion of

twist map dynamics that is to follow� we �nd that almost every trajectory
that begins with a syzygy crossing �which occurs when all three masses
are collinear� eventually returns to a syzygy crossing� We will see that the
phase space is four	dimensional� implying that the �xed energy surfaces are
three	dimensional� Thus a codimension one slice �obtained by �xing the
y	coordinate of the third mass to equal the constant y	coordinate of the
other two masses� is a two	dimensional surface� which we will see is actually
just the right half of the unit disc in the plane� Liouville�s theorem on the
volume	preservation of Hamiltonian �ows implies that the Poincar�e map on
this slice will preserve area�
Suppose we can show the existence of an elliptic �xed point p of the

Poincar�e map f � a �xed point for which Df has a pair of complex conjugate
eigenvalues� Then in a neighborhood of p there exists a symplectic change
of variables which transforms f into the Birkho� normal form� As long
as the coe�cients in this expansion are not all zero� f turns out to be a
speci�c kind of area	preserving di�eomorphism of the annulus which �ts the
following de�nition�
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De	nition �
�
�
 Consider a di�eomorphism f of the closed annulus �or
cylinder� A � S� � �� ��� Then f is an area�preserving twist map if

�� when we lift f � A � A to F � S � S� where S is the universal cover
S � R � �� �� of A� �

�yF��x� y� � 
�

�� f preserves the boundary of the annulus�

�� f preserves orientation�

�� f preserves area�

We will call such maps �twist maps� for short� The �rst condition above
is known as the �twist condition�� The geometric meaning of the twist
condition is that any vertical segment on S is rotated to the right by the
lift F � which means that on the annulus� any radial segment is rotated
counterclockwise�
Twist maps do not arise only from theoretical problems of celestial me	

chanics� Such maps arise naturally in the classical billiards problem� dy	
namical analyses of particle beam orbits in high	energy accelerators� and in
the plasma physics of fusion reactors� Finally� any Lagrangian system with
two degrees of freedom� integrable or non	integrable� gives rise to geodesic
�ow on a smooth surface� After �squashing� this surface to a plane convex
curve C� one can show that the squashed geodesic �ow is just Birkho��s
billiards problem with boundary C ����

I

F(I)

0

1

�For a twist homeomorphism� we reformulate the �rst condition as follows� for each
�xed x � R� F��x� y� is a strictly increasing function of y�

�This is for convenience again� and not strictly necessary� In case f does not preserve
the boundary components� f can be extended to a twist map on the in�nite cylinder� We
describe this construction at the end of Chapter ��

�David Bernstein 	
� showed that this condition is unnecessary for the existence of
special orbits �such as Birkho� periodic orbits and AubryMatherlike Cantor sets� to be
guaranteed�
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��� Integrable twist maps

For now� let us explore the most elementary classi�cation of twist maps�
The simplest twist maps are the integrable twist maps� A twist map f�x� y�
is integrable if its lift can be written as F �x� y� � �x � h�y�� y� for some
function h� We can say quite a bit about such maps�
For a �xed value of y� f�x� y� rotates each point on the circle S� � fyg

through an angle of h�y�� Consider a lift of f to S � R � �� ��� denoted by
F �x� y� � �F��x� y�� F��x� y��� By the twist condition� for a �xed x� F��x� y�
must be an increasing function of y� Therefore� h�y� must be a strictly
increasing function on �� ��� To proceed any further with our analysis of
this integrable twist map� we must look at what exactly f does to each
of the circles S� � fyg� Speci�cally� we would like to know if for a �xed
y� whether there are any periodic points �x� y� such that f q�x� y� � �x� y��
More generally� we would like to determine the orbit ��x� y� � f�a� b� �
�a� b� � fm�x� y� for somem � Zg� This involves the theory of circle maps�
the �rst step of which is to de�ne the rotation number for a homeomorphism
of the circle�
We will see later how to precisely de�ne this rotation number� Given

a homeomorphism g � S� � S�� the rotation number ��g� measures the
average amount that a point on the circle is rotated by g� For a circle
mapping� the rotation number is measured by looking at successive iterates
of one point on the circle� It turns out that the rotation number number is
a function only of the mapping itself� not of which point of S� we focus our
attention on� For any simple rotation map whose lift to R is the translation
x �� x � �� the rotation number of the map is just �� For a circle map g
which has a periodic point z� we would have gq�z� � z for some q � Z� Let
G be a lift of g to R� and let w denote the lift of z� Then Gq�w� � w� p for
some p � Z� and it turns out that the rotation number of g equals p�q� The
analogue of a rotation number for a twist map is the twist interval� which
tells us the range of rotation numbers that make sense for a twist map on
the annulus� Think of the annulus as being made up of a continuum of
circles� the restriction of the integrable twist map to each such circle yields
a rotation number� and the collection of all such rotation numbers gives the
twist interval� For a general twist map 	 � note that the restriction of 	 to
S��fg� denoted by 	�� is a homeomorphism of the circle the same is true
for the restriction of 	 to S��f�g� denoted by 	�� From the de�nition of the
rotation number and the twist condition� we will see that the twist interval
for a general twist map is just ���	��� ��	����
Returning to our integrable twist map f � note that for each y� f restricted
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to S��fyg is a simple rotation with rotation number h�y�� Since h is strictly
increasing on �� ��� the twist interval for an integrable twist map is just
�h��� h����� For each r � �h��� h����� there is a corresponding yr such that
h�yr� � r� We are now in a position to answer conclusively the question
about orbits posed earlier� If r is rational� then on the corresponding circle
S� � fyrg� each orbit ��x� is a periodic orbit� To see this� write r � p�q�
then f q�x� yr� � �x � p� yr� � �x� yr� where we take S

� to be R�Z� If r is
irrational� then each orbit ��x� is a dense subset of the circle�
Putting all of this information together� we can summarize the dynamics

of the integrable twist map as follows� each value of y � �� �� corresponds
to an invariant circle S� � fyg� and the orbit of a point on a given circle
S��fyg is either periodic� if h�y� is rational� or a dense subset of the circle�
if h�y� is irrational� We say that the annulus is foliated by invariant circles�
In the classical theory of mechanics� the concept of �integrability� is

associated with the existence of conserved quantities� or integrals of motion�
The conserved quantity for the integrable twist map is simply h along any
invariant circle� h is conserved� Moreover� to �nd the invariant circles� we
simply to have to search for sets on which h is constant� The existence of
this conserved quantity allows us to reduce the two	dimensional twist map
dynamics down to the one	dimensional dynamics along each invariant circle�
We will encounter this theme later�
The results we have for the integrable twist map motivates questions

concerning more general twist maps� For a general twist map 	 � when are we
assured of an invariant circle� Are there other kinds of invariant sets� Given
a particular rotation number 
 in the twist interval� is there an invariant set
of a particular kind on which 	 has rotation number 
� These qualitative
questions are typical questions for a dynamicist� for example� the answers to
such questions assisted Birkho�� Arnold� and other dynamicists in gaining
qualitative knowledge about the orbits of the three	body problem�

��� Non�integrable twist maps

We will now describe some of the results which come to bear on these ques	
tions� Recall that the twist interval for a general twist map 	 is ���	��� ��	����
In the non	integrable case� we are no longer assured that each circle S��fyg
is an invariant circle� This means that if we are to try to show the existence
of periodic orbits that correspond to rational numbers in the twist interval�
we have to take a di�erent path� This path cannot rely on the invariant
circles that came so easily to us in the integrable case�






����� Birkho� periodic orbits

In search of periodic orbits of 	 � we would like to look for an orbit which
behaves under 	 as if it was a periodic orbit of a simple rotation map� In
other words� we seek a point w � �x� y� � A such that 	 q�w� � w for some
q � N� This is just the general de�nition of a periodic orbit for 	 � What
would make it more like the periodic orbit of a rotation map� Think of the
rotation map on S� � R�Z whose lift is given by � �� �� p�q� Here p is the
integer such that for a lift T of 	 � T q�z� � z � �p� �� where ��z� � w� For
a periodic orbit of a twist map� if we ignore the radial coordinates of the
points� we are left with the projection of the orbit onto the circle� Suppose
the resulting orbit on the circle is in the same order on the circle as the
set of points fx� x� �p�q�� x� ��p�q�� g� If� furthermore� the orbit can be
parameterized in a particular way by its geometric ordering on the circle�
then the periodic orbit of the twist map is a Birkho� periodic orbit of type

�p� q��
The concept of rotation number for circle maps extends naturally to give

us a rotation number of any periodic orbit on the annulus� For example�
given a Birkho� periodic orbit of type �p� q�� we have that F q�x�� y�� �
�x� � p� y��� using the same notation as above� Ignoring the y	coordinates�
we have a periodic orbit on the circle such that q iterations of x� bring it
around the circle p times before returning� The earlier discussion of rotation
number applies� and we say that the Birkho� periodic orbit has rotation
number p�q�
Once we de�ne Birkho� periodic orbits� we can prove their existence�

It turns out that any rational number p�q in the twist interval has two�

associated Birkho� periodic orbits of type �p� q�� The proof of this theorem
involves two stages� �rst we set up an action functional on a space of se	
quences� and then we show that this functional has both a global minimum
and a saddle point� The procedure generalizes �Hamilton�s principle of least
action� from classical mechanics� These two critical points correspond to
two Birkho� periodic orbits� It turns out that the existence of a Birkho�
periodic orbit for each rational number in the twist interval will enable us
to show the existence of a particular kind of quasiperiodic orbit associated
with each irrational number in the twist interval�
Is this the only kind of periodic orbit that corresponds to the rational

rotation number p�q� It turns out that the answer is no� The existence of
non	Birkho� periodic orbits with rotation number p�q� however� is equiv	

�For a twist homeomorphism which is not of class C�� only one such orbit of type p�q
is guaranteed� However� the AubryMather theorem still holds for such maps�
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alent to the non	existence of an invariant circle with rotation number 
�
where 
 is an irrational such that a suitable truncation of its continued frac	
tion expansion equals p�q� This result was obtained by Boyland and Hall
���� �Note that the rotation number of an invariant circle of a twist map is
easy to de�ne� By an invariant circle we mean a simple closed curve � in
the annulus such that 	��� � �� Hence the restriction of 	 to � is a circle
homeomorphism with well	de�ned rotation number� this �xes the rotation
number of ���
One way to decide the question of whether an invariant circle of a par	

ticular rotation number exists is to appeal to KAM theory� The standard
KAM theorem shows the existence of invariant tori and quasiperiodic orbits
for near	integrable Hamiltonian systems� The version of the KAM theorem
that applies in this case is Moser�s twist theorem ���� which applies to su�	
ciently small and su�ciently smooth perturbations of integrable twist maps�
For such maps� the theorem guarantees the existence of invariant circles that
correspond to �su�ciently irrational� rotation numbers�

����� Aubry�Mather orbits

Aside from the small class of twist maps that are near	integrable� what can
we say about the irrational numbers in the twist interval� The natural pair	
ing between rational numbers and periodic orbits �nds its analogue in the
pairing between irrational numbers and Aubry	Mather sets� The de�nition
of an Aubry	Mather set is motivated by similar concerns as for the Birkho�
periodic orbit� Speci�cally� we want the twist map 	 to preserve the cyclic
order of points in the Aubry	Mather set� This is to say that if �xi� yi� and
�xj � yj� are two distinct points on the orbit� and !xi � !xj where ��!xl� � xl�
then we want �� �	�xi� yi� � �� �	�xj � yj�� where �� denotes projection onto
the �rst factor�

De	nition �
�
�
 Given a twist map 	 � the closed invariant set I is an
Aubry�Mather set if�

�� if for all �x�� y��� �x�� y�� � I� y� � y� whenever x� � x��

�� 	 preserves the S�	ordering of the x	coordinates of all points in I� and

�� I is minimal� i�e� any other closed invariant set of 	 contains I�

Using the fact that any Aubry	Mather set I is a subset of the graph of a
Lipschitz function� we can show that the successive x	coordinates of points
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in I� fx�� x�� x�� g� are successive iterants of a circle homeomorphism� In
symbols� there exists a homeomorphism g � S� � S� such that gn�x�� � xn�
As with Birkho� periodic orbits� we can de�ne the rotation number of

an Aubry	Mather set� Suppose we start with an Aubry	Mather set E in the
annulus and remove any information about the y	coordinates of the set�s
points� thus projecting the set onto the circle� Denote this set by "E� Then
a lemma shows that the restriction of the twist map to E projects in the
same way to a homeomorphism of "E� By extending the map linearly on the
gaps between points of "E� we obtain a homeomorphism of S�� The rotation
number of this circle homeomorphism is de�ned to be the rotation number
of the Aubry	Mather set E� Another way to state this is that the restriction
of the twist map to the Aubry	Mather set E is topologically conjugate to
an appropriate restriction of an �orientation	preserving� homeomorphism of
the circle� Again� the rotation number of this circle homeomorphism is the
rotation number of E�
We are now in a position to state the main Aubry	Mather theorem�

Theorem �
�
�
 Given an area�preserving twist map 	 � for any irrational

number 
 in the twist interval ���� ���� there exists either an Aubry�Mather

set E of 	 with rotation number 
�

With this theorem� we see that the rational#irrational distinction be	
tween numbers in the twist interval corresponds to the distinction between
�Birkho�� periodic and Aubry	Mather orbits of the twist map�
To illustrate these results� we focus our attention on a special problem

of celestial mechanics� the planar isosceles three	body problem� The speci�c
problem we consider is concrete and easy to visualize� and it simultaneously
yields a clear picture of the Aubry	Mather sets we wish to focus on� After
brie�y tracing the reduction of the problem� the Poincar�e map construction�
and the behavior of this map in a neighborhood of an elliptic �xed point� we
will be in a position to return to circle maps� twist maps� and Aubry	Mather
sets� Having understood these ideas� we will be in a position to explain in
greater detail the dynamics of the planar	isosceles three body problem near
the elliptic �xed point�
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Chapter �

Celestial Mechanics

��� The Planar Isosceles Three�Body Problem

We begin with the equations of motion for the general problem of three
bodies lying in a plane� The mass� position and velocity of the i	th body are
denoted mi� �xi� yi� and �ui� vi�� respectively� Then for i � �� �� �� we have�

$xi � ui mi $ui � ��U

�xi
�����

$yi � vi mi $vi � ��U
�yi

U � �
X

��i�j��

Gmimjq
�xi � xj�

� � �yi � yj�
�

The path from ��� to a twist map which illustrates the hypotheses of the
Aubry	Mather theorem is straightforward but long� First we must reduce
the system to one with less degrees of freedom� using the isosceles triangle
condition that we assume the three bodies satisfy� Having done this� we �nd
that the phase space of our system is four	dimensional� Next we �x the total
energy of the system� Now the orbits evolve on a three	dimensional subset
of the four	dimensional phase space� We call this subset the �xed	energy
surface� Fixing one of the three remaining variables to be zero picks out a
two	dimensional slice of the �xed	energy surface� We denote this slice� or
Poincar�e section� as S� Later we will see that S has the convenient property
that almost all orbits which begin on S eventually return to S� Before
going any further with this explanation� let us examine some of the details
described above�
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The �rst step is to suppose thatm� � m� � m� and then impose the con	
ditions which restrict the three bodies to initially lie in an isosceles triangle
con�guration�

�x��� � x��� and �u��� � u���

y��� � y��� and v��� � v���

x��� �  and u��� � 

The above conditions stipulate that the isosceles triangle condition holds
at t � � Additionally� the t �  conditions guarantee that the masses
will be moving� at t � � in exactly the right way for the isosceles triangle
con�guration to be preserved for t � ��

The reason we impose these simplfying conditions is to reduce the di	
mension of the system�s phase space� For �xed values of mi� the general
planar three	body problem requires four degrees of freedom �xi� yi� ui� vi�
for each body� and hence a ��	dimensional phase space� The isosceles con	
ditions imply that six of these �� variables� the ones on the left	hand	sides
of the conditions given above� drop out of the picture� Finally we switch to
a reference frame in which y� � y� �  for all t� and replace y� by a new
variable y� Now y gives the y	coordinate of m� with respect to the center
of mass of m� and m�� This allows us to forget about y�� Similarly� we
apply the conservation of momentum in the y	direction for the three bodies
to obtain an expression for v� in terms of v�� Then application of a Galilean
transformation to translate v� to zero means that we need only keep track
of v � v� � v��

�The details� which involve calculations of various Poisson brackets� are given in Ap
pendix A�
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Now our phase space is down to four dimensions� the only variables left
are x� u� y� and v� �x � x� and u � u��� The new system is�

$x � u $u � �
�
Gm�

�x�
�Gm�

x

�x� � y�����

�
�����

$y � v $v � �G��m� �m��
y

�x� � y�����
�����

��� Hamiltonian formulation

The next step is to pass to the Hamiltonian formalism� to allow us to con	
struct the convenient Poincar�e section discussed earlier� The Hamiltonian
for the system� which corresponds to the total energy of the system ��	��
above� is�

H�q�p� �
�

�

�
p�

� �
p�

�




�
� Gm�

�q�
� Gm�p

q�� � q��
�����

Writing the Hamiltonian vector �eld as

XH �

�
�H

�p�
���H

�q�
�
�H

�p�
���H

�q�

�
� �����

we have that the equations of motion are

d

dt
�q�p� � XH�q�p� �����

Here q� � x� q� � y� p� � u� and p� � 
v� where 
 � m���m� �m� �m���
Our problem �ts naturally into the four	dimensional symplectic manifold

M given by f�q�p� � R� � q� � g� The Hamiltonian H is an analytic real	
valued function on M � The reason why we do not need to consider negative
values of q� is simple� Suppose we start with a con�guration for which
q� � � This means that the position of the �rst mass is at the lower	right
corner of the isosceles triangle� The position of the second mass� denoted
here by x�� is the re�ection of q� across the y	axis� i�e� x��t� � �q��t�� There
is no way that q� could ever become negative if and when q� does reach
zero� the symmetry of the problem forces it to collide with the second mass�
Assuming the collision is elastic� q� will subsequently become positive once
again� Finally� there is no loss of generality in assuming q� � � If q� � 
then q� �  and we may as well keep track of the second mass to begin with�

��



Note that M has a very simple structure� Our requirement that q� � 
removes additive inverses from what is otherwise the vector space R� with
the plane given by q� � q� �  deleted� We have a special reason for taking
away the vector space structure of the problem�s phase space it allows us to
apply a transformation to regularize the Hamiltonian at q� � � The charts
and coordinates on M are trivial� Because of this� the symplectic form� the
nondegenerate skew	symmetric two	form %� can be represented very simply
on M as a canonical symplectic form�

% �

�X
i��

dqi � dpi

Recall that a two	form on a manifold assigns a skew	symmetric bilinear
form to each point on the manifold� Hence given x � M � we see that
%�x� � TxM � TxM � R� In our case� it is clear that TxM �� R� for all
x � M � Hence the dqi and dpi� the basis of T

�
xM � can be identi�ed with

the basis of R�
�
� For example� dq� is just the linear functional on R

� which�
when applied to z � �z�� z�� z�� z�� � R� � simply gives z�� Given two vectors
v� � �a�� b�� c�� d�� and v� � �a�� b�� c�� d�� in TxM � we write

%�v�� v�� � �dq� � dp���v�� v�� � �dq� � dp���v�� v��
� �a�c� � a�c�� � �b�d� � b�d��

� �a� b� c� d��

�
� I

�I �

��BB�
a�
b�
c�
d�

�
CCA

� �v��
TJv�� where J �

�
� I

�I �

�

We would like to transform H� given in ���� so that it is de�ned at Q� �
� Q� 	� � We will obtain a new Hamiltonian & de�ned on R� � N � where
N � M 
 f�q�p� � R� � q� � � q� 	� g� N is a manifold with boundary�
and the interior of N is just the symplectic manifold M �

��� Regularization at a binary collision

H has two singular terms� the �rst one singular at q� � � q� 	�  and the
second at �q�� q�� � �� �� The �rst singularity corresponds to the collision
of m� and m�� which we will call a binary collision� The second singularity
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corresponds to the triple�collision of the masses� Upon application of a
suitable symplectic transformation� we will �nd that the �rst singularity
disappears and we will be left with a Hamiltonian de�ned on all of N �
This turns out to be very useful in the analysis of this problem�s dynamics�
The Poincar�e section� expressed in new coordinates after the symplectic
transformation is applied� will turn out to be the interior of the right half
of the unit disk in the plane� �The regularization of the problem allows us
to partition the Poincar�e section in a novel way� revealing a great deal of
hidden structure in the problem� However� we will not pursue that partition
of phase space here��
The symplectic transformation we need is given by�

� �M �M

��q�� q�� p�� p�� � �
p
q�� q�� �p�

p
q�� p��

Its derivative is given by

D��z� �

�
BB�
�����q�

����   
 �  

p�q�
����  �q�

��� 
   �

�
CCA

To show that � is symplectic� we must show that ��% � %� or in other
words� for all x �M � and for all z�� z� � TxM �

%�D��z� � z��D��z� � z�� � %�z�� z��
We now verify that � is symplectic�

%

��
z��
�
p
q�
� z�� �

p�z
�
�p
q�
� �

p
q�z

�
� � z

�
�

�
�

�
z��
�
p
q�
� z�� �

p�z
�
�p
q�
� �

p
q�z

�
� � z

�
�

��

�

�
z��
�
p
q�

�
p�p
q�
z�� � �

p
q�z

�
�

�
� z��
�
p
q�

�
p�p
q�
z�� � �

p
q�z

�
�

��
� �z��z

�
� � z��z

�
��

� �z��z
�
� � z��z

�
�� � �z

�
�z

�
� � z��z

�
�� � %�z

�� z��

We obtain a new Hamiltonian K �M � R which satis�es K � ��x� � H�x�
for all x �M � Writing ��x� � �Q�� Q�� P�� P���

K�Q�� Q�� P�� P�� �
�

�

�
P �
�

�Q�
�

�
P �
�




�
� Gm�

�Q�
�

� Gm�p
Q�
� �Q�

�

�����

��



The last step is to scale the Hamiltonian by Q�
� and thus remove the singu	

larity at Q� � � Q� 	� � We accomplish this by extending phase space by
two	dimensions� creating a new Hamiltonian & � R��M � R where the two
additional coordinates are denoted Q� and P�� Q� � t and P� � �h� where
t is time and h is the total energy of the system� Our new Hamiltonian
function is written as

& � Q�
��P� �K�

�
�

�

�
P �
�

�
�
P �
�Q

�
�




�
� Gm�

�
� Gm�Q

�
�p

Q�
� �Q�

�

� P�Q
�
�

���
�

Finally we rescale time to recover the same equations of motion for the
system which we had for K and H� Let dt � Q�

�dT � Using Hamilton�s
equations for K and the chain rule�

dQi

dT
� Q�

�

dQi

dt
� Q�

�

�K

�Pi
�

�&

�Pi

where the last equality follows from ���� Similarly�

dPi
dT
� Q�

�

dPi
dt
� Q�

� �
�K

�Qi
� � �&

�Qi

Stipulating that Q� and P� evolve according to Hamilton�s equations implies
dQ��dT � �&��P� � Q�

� and dP��dT � � This implies dQ��dt � ��
Q��t� � t� and P��t� � �h for all t� Hamilton�s equations are consistent
for our new Hamiltonian &� which as promised has no singularities on all of
R� �N � The regularity of & at Q� � � Q� 	�  shows that the singularity
of our original Hamiltonian system at q� � � q� 	�  was unessential� The
dynamics do not break down when the binary pair collides�

��� The Poincar�e map

Now that we know that the physics make sense at a binary collision� we
can proceed to the construction of the Poincar�e section� The main idea is
to use the conserved energy to reduce the order of the problem from four
dimensions to three�
Since the Hamiltonian in ��� is equivalent to the energy of the system�

we have for any trajectory �Q�t��P�t���

K�Q�t��P�t�� � h� a constant �����
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From ��� we can solve this equation explicitly for P�� obtaining

P� � �
p



�Q�

�

hQ�

� � �Gm� �

Gm�Q

�
�p

Q�
� �Q�

�

� P �
�

����

�����

If the main quantity �inside parentheses� is negative� then there is no real
solution for P�� But this just means that such a con�guration violates
conservation of energy for the �xed h with which we started� Therefore�
�xing the value of hmeans that the motion must lie on the three	dimensional
manifold given by

f�Q�� Q�� P�� � R� � 
hQ�
� � �Gm� �


Gm�Q
�
�p

Q�
� �Q�

�

� P �
�  � Q� � g

We will refer to this manifold as the �xed�energy manifold� We normalize
units with G � �� m� � ��� � �m�� and h � ���
� Then the intersection
of the �xed	energy manifold with the plane Q� �  gives us our Poincar�e
section�

f�Q�� P�� � R� � Q�
� � P �

� � � and Q� � g
Physically� the restriction of Q� to zero means that we are taking a snapshot
of a trajectory as it passes through a syzygy crossing� The syzygy is just the
center of mass of the binary pair of masses m� and m�� and Q� measures
the y	position of the third mass� Hence when Q� � � the three masses are
collinear and the third mass is said to be at the syzygy�
Equation ��� shows that y �  implies dv�dt � � and that y �  implies

dv�dt � � Excluding trajectories that lead to triple	collision� this observa	
tion implies that all other trajectories have at least one syzygy crossing�
The only trajectories that we need to delete are those at the boundary�

i�e� when Q�
� � P �

� � �� In this case� P� � � which means that the third
mass starts at the syzygy and stays there for all t� The dynamics in this
case are very simple and we do not need to include them in the Poincar�e
section� Then we are left with the open subset of the plane given by

S � f�Q�� P�� � R� � Q�
� � P �

� � � and Q� � g

This is our Poincar�e section� Each point on S determines a trajectory with
the given initial values of Q� and P� along with Q� �  and P� computed
using ����
Let the Poincar�e map for our problem� f � S � S� be de�ned as

follows� Given a point x in S� f returns the �rst subsequent �t � �

�




intersection of S with the trajectory that starts at t �  with position
�Q�� P�� Q�� P�� � �x� � P��x� �� and evolves according to Hamilton�s equa	
tions with Hamiltonian K� � $Q� $P� � XK�Q�P�� Denoting the �ow of the
Hamiltonian vector �eld XK by �

t �M �M � we can express the de�nition
more formally�

De	nition �
�
�
 Given a point x � �Q�P � � S and z � �Q�P� � P��Q�P� ���
de�ne f�x� � ' � �r�z��z�� where r�z� � T is the least T greater than zero
such that Q��T � � � and ' denotes the projection of a four	vector onto its
�rst two factors�

��� Further reduction

At the moment we will take a short detour in order to reduce the system
still further� This reduction will reveal an important symmetry property
that will allow us to deduce an important property of the Poincar�e map f �
This follows the ideas discussed in Arnold� Section ��	B ���� who presents
the reduction from a geometric point of view� di�erent from ours� Consider
��� along with the condition that �K��P� 	� � Then the implicit function
theorem implies that in a neighborhood of �Q�� P�� Q�� h� there exists a
di�erentiable function L such that

P� � �L�Q�� P�� Q�� h�

Substitution into ��� yields

K�Q�� P�� Q���L�Q�� P�� Q�� h�� � h ������

Di�erentiating this equation with respect to Q� and P� and using Hamilton�s
equations gives

�K

�Q�
� �K

�P�

�L

�Q�
�  �� dP�

dt
� � �L

�Q�

dQ�

dt

�K

�P�
� �K

�P�

�L

�P�
�  �� dQ�

dt
�

�L

�P�

dQ�

dt

Then by the chain rule we have

dQ�

dQ�
�

�L

�P�
�

dP�
dQ�

� � �L

�Q�
������

In other words� once we �x our energy h� we can locally substitute Q�

as our independent variable and solve the above two	dimensional system
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for �Q�� P��� �At Q� �  we have to choose our initial condition vector
�Q�� P�� � S�� This will allow us to locally solve for P�� thus reconstructing
the dynamics for the whole problem from the two	dimensional system above�
The form of the two	dimensional system shows that L is a Hamiltonian
function and� moreover� di�erentiating ���� with respect to Q� and using
Hamilton�s equations shows that L is in fact conserved along orbits�

�K

�Q�
� �K

�P�

�L

�Q�
�  �� �dP�

dt
�
dQ�

dt

�L

�Q�
�� dL

dQ�
�

�L

�Q�

Observe that the system ���� is invariant under the re�ection �Q�� P�� Q�� ��
�Q���P���Q��� This is true in every neighborhood for which we can write
the system in the above form� hence it is true everywhere where �K��P� 	� �
A trivial calculation shows that this conditions is equivalent to P� � � The
exclusion of the semicircle boundary from S has already stopped this pos	
sibility from occurring� hence for any p � S� we can� in some neighborhood
of �p� � P��� write the system in the form of ����� We will now proceed to
exploit this symmetry�

��	 Poincar�e map symmetry

Denote the solution of system ���� by �Q��t�� �s�Q�P � is the solution
�Q�� P��� which passes through �Q�P � whenQ� � � evaluated at Q� � s� To
be precise� it is this solution �Q��t�� P��t�� evaluated at t such that Q��t� � s�
where we choose Q��� �  as part of the initial conditions for the problems�
Then � satis�es

d

dQ�
�Q��Q�P � � �

�L

�P�
�� �L

�Q�
� � �Q��Q�P � ������

The symmetry mentioned above implies that if �Q��Q�P � satis�es ���� then
��Q����Q�P �� should satisfy ��� as well� Here � denotes the re�ection
across the Q� axis in the �Q�� P�� plane� Then

�Q��Q�P � � �Q�� P�� �� ��Q����Q�P �� � �Q���P��
by the symmetry property� Hence ��Q����Q�P �� � � � �Q��Q�P �� Given a
point �Q�P � � S� f�Q�P � � �Q��t���Q�P � where t	 is the least t �  such
that Q��t� � � Similarly� we can de�ne f

���Q�P � � �Q��t���Q�P � where
t� is the greatest t �  such that Q��t� � � The symmetry property of �
then gives a similar law for f �

f�� � � � � � f ������

�



��
 Existence of an elliptic �xed point of f

Let A be the Q�	axis� It is easy to prove that the set B � f�A� � A is
invariant� i�e� f�B� � B� Hence we search for �xed points of f on the
Q�	axis� Using reliable numerical methods� we have been able to verify that
there is in fact a �xed point of f on this axis at Q � ������� We will
refer to this �xed point as � � ��q� �� In fact � is an elliptic �xed point� To
show this� we must calculate the eigenvalues of Df����� First note that if

we write ��v� �

�
� 
 ��

�
v� then di�erentiation of f�� � � � f � � gives

Df����� �

�
� 
 ��

�
Df���

�
� 
 ��

�

The �ow of a Hamiltonian system is a symplectic transformation of phase
space� We can use that fact to show that f is symplectic as well� Since f is
symplectic� it must preserve the symplectic form dQ��dP� on S� This is just
the area two	form on S� hence f is locally area	preserving and detDf�p� � ��
Putting together all of our knowledge about Df���� we conclude that

Df��� �

�
a b

a���
b a

�

for some a� b � R� The characteristic polynomial for Df��� is just p��� �
�� � �a� � �� and its discriminant is ��a� � ��� Now we use further nu	
merical computations performed by Chesley and Zare ���� which show that
a � ��

�� Hence the discriminant of the characteristic polynomial is
negative and Df��� has a pair of complex eigenvalues �� � a � p

a� � ��
The eigenvalues are complex conjugates of each other and lie on the unit
circle in the complex plane� Therefore� � is an elliptic �xed point of f �

��� In a neighborhood of � f is a twist map

The eigenvalues of Df��� can be written as �� � exp��i
�� where 
� �
������ Suppose 
���� is irrational

� Then in a neighborhood of �� we
can use the Birkho� normal form to write f as a twist map� First we
switch to canonical polar coordinates� by applying the transformation Q� �

�We show that the Poincar�e map is a smooth di�eomorphism of S in Appendix B�
�We cannot say this for sure� but it is a safe bet�
�The transformation to ��� �� is symplectic� unlike the transformation to standard polar

coordinates given by x � r cos �� y � r sin ��

��



p
�	 cos � � �q� P� �

p
�	 sin � to obtain !f��� 	� � f�Q� � �q� P��� The last

step is to de�ne g��� 	� � !f��� 	� � � so that the �xed point of g is at the
origin�

De	nition �
�
�
 A Birkho� normal form of degree s for a symplectic map
of the plane g in a neighborhood of an elliptic �xed point is

g��� 	� � �� � 
� � 
�	 � � � �� 
M	M � 	��

where M is not more than �s���� ��
The idea behind a typical normal form expansion is to use a symplectic

change of coordinates to write f as a formal power series from which useful
dynamical information can be extracted� The convergence of the series is
not necessary for the �rst few terms to give us information that is su�ciently
accurate for practical purposes such as the prediction of the planets� posi	
tions� This is one way to justify the use of formal power series however�
it will not be our approach� Instead� we will use a symplectic change of
variables to a normal form which is a �nite sum as de�ned above� There
will be a small remainder term left over� Combining an estimate on the
order of this remainder term with the fact that a small perturbation of a
twist map is still a twist map� we will be able to show that f is a twist map
in a suitable neighborhood of ��
Arrowsmith and Place ��� have the most useful statement and proof of

the result we need�

Theorem �
�
�
 If the eigenvalue of the linear part of an area�preserving

map at an elliptic �xed point is not a root of unity of degree s or less� then the

map can be locally reduced by a symplectic change of variables to a Birkho�

normal form of degree s plus higher order terms�

It follows from our assumption that 
���� is irrational that the eigen	
values are not roots of unity for any s� Therefore� we have

g��� 	� � �� � 
� � 
�	 � � � �� 
M	M �R���� 	�� 	 �R� ��� 	��

for any positive integer M � where R� and R� are o�	
M �� So long as the

polynomial 
�	 � � � �� 
M	M does not vanish identically for all 	 � there is
a least N such that 
N is nonzero� Once we know that 
N 	� � we see that

N �  implies

�g�
�	

� 

��



and the twist condition is satis�ed� Otherwise 
N �  and g�� would satisfy
the twist condition�
The only technicality we must deal with is the issue of boundary circles�

The only reason we required that the boundary circles remain invariant in
our de�nition of twist maps from Chapter � was to ensure that the twist
interval was well	de�ned and simple to determine� Unfortunately� there is
no way to guarantee that g has any invariant circles at all� Note� however�
that the annulus S�� �� �� can also be thought of as a cylinder with a height
of one unit� Any twist homeomorphism of the unit cylinder can be extended
to a homeomorphism of the in�nite cylinder S� � R� Hence we can make
a twist map of the in�nite cylinder using g� Now we do not have to worry
about the twist interval since the mapping keeps twisting and twisting in
both directions� the twist interval is just �������� the whole real line�
The strategy we choose to overcome the boundary circle problem� then�

is to note that without the requirement of boundary circle invariance� g is
a twist di�eomorphism on  � a � 	 � b� � � �� ��� for some a and b� We
just extend g to a twist di�eomorphism on the in�nite cylinder� and we have
our twist map�
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Chapter �

Circle Maps

��� From twist maps to circle maps

The theorem from the last section tells us that if we are to understand the
dynamics of the Poincar�e map f in a neighborhood of the elliptic �xed point
�� we must make a careful examination of the dynamics of twist maps on
the annulus� We saw earlier that in the case of an integrable twist map�
the dynamics of the map reduce to the dynamics along each invariant circle
S� � fyg for each y in �� ��� In fact� the dynamics of circle maps and circle
di�eomorphisms form a model problem for the dynamics of twist maps� We
see related behaviors in both settings� but the circle map is easier to analyze
because the circle has one less dimension than the annulus� Furthermore�
the concepts of lift and rotation number are critical to an understanding of
both problems� Therefore we will now take a quick tour of the theory of
circle maps� First� a few de�nitions are necessary�

De	nition �
�
�
 A circle map f is an orientation	preserving homeomor	
phism of the circle S��

��� Lift and rotation number

For convenience we will work with maps on the real line instead of maps on
the circle� simply because the machinery of analysis is fully developed for
maps from R to R� To pass from a circle map f to a map on the real line�
we need the idea of a lift�

De	nition �
�
�
 Given a circle map f � a map F � R � R is a lift of f if
� � F � f � �� where � � R � S� is the standard projection map�

��



It turns out that for a given circle map� there are many di�erent lifts�
For example� consider the circle map r which rotates each point on the circle
� degrees counterclockwise� The maps R�x� � x � ���� R�x� � x � ����
R�x� � x� ���� etc� are all lifts of r� In fact� this situation is generic�

Proposition �
�
�
 Given a circle map f � all lifts of f di�er only by an

integer translation�

Proof	 Consider two di�erent lifts of f � denoted by F and G� For all
x � R� � � F �x� � � � G�x�� Hence F �x� � G�x� � N�x� where N�x� � Z�
Since F � G is continuous� N�x� is continuous also� implying that it is a
constant� This proves the proposition�
A very useful tool for classifying circle maps is the rotation number�

The rotation number is a function from the space of circle maps to the real
numbers� For a circle map f � the rotation number of f tells us the average
amount that a point on the circle S� is rotated by f � To arrive at this
concept� we must �rst consider a preliminary notion�

De	nition �
�
�
 Let F be the lift of a circle map f � Then de�ne

���F� x� � lim
n��

F n�x�

n

for x � R�
Our �rst task is to show that this limit actually exists for all lifts of circle

maps� First we must show the following�

Lemma �
�
�
 For a lift F of a circle map f � �F � id��x� � F �x� � x is

periodic with period 
�

Proof	 � � F �x� �� � f � ��x� �� � f � ��x�� By the �rst proposition�
F �x��� � F �x��n for some integer n� But F �x����F �x� is just the degree
of the mapping f � Since f is an orientation	preserving homeomorphism� it
is homotopic to the identity� hence deg�f� � �� Then F �x� ��� �x� �� �
F �x�� x� proving the lemma�

Remark� Since F n is the lift of fn� which itself is a circle map� we also have
that F n � id is periodic with period ��
Proposition �
�
�
 For a lift F of a circle map f � ���F� x� exists and is

independent of x�
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Proof	 If f has periodic points� then take a periodic point x� Denote its
period by q� Lift x to the point y � R� Then

� � F q�y� � f q�x� � x so F q�y� � y � p

This implies that

lim
n��

F qn�y��qn � lim
n��

�y � np��qn � p�q

Every integer k can be written as k � qn� j for some integer j � q� Then
let M � maxj�q jF j�y�� yj and note that jF k�y��F qn�y�j�k � �M ����k�
Finally�

lim
k��

F k�y�

k
� lim

n��

F qn

qn
�
p

q

If f has no periodic points� then Fm�x��x �� Z for allm � � any x � R�
Then for each m� there is an integer km such that

km�x� � Fm�x�� x � km�x� � �

In fact km is not dependent on x by continuity of F
m � id� Consider the

sequence of inequalities�

km � Fm���  � km � � �����

km � Fm�Fm���� Fm�� � km � �

km � Fm�F �m���� F �m�� � km � �

and so on� Adding the �rst M inequalities of the sequence gives

Mkm � FmM �� � M�km � �� �����

Dividing ��� by mM and combining this inequality with ��� divided by m
gives 				FmM ��

mM
� Fm��

m

				 � �m
Running the same argument again with m and M interchanged and using
the triangle inequality� we obtain				FM ��

M
� Fm��

m

				 � �m � �M
This shows that the sequence fF k���kg is Cauchy and therefore� has a
limit�

��



The two arguments above show that for all lifts F of circle maps� there
is some x such that ���F� x� exists�
The last step is to show that the limit is independent of the point x�

Consider jF n�x� � F n�y�j � j�F n�x� � x� � �F n�y� � y�j � jx � yj� From
the periodicity of F n � id we can deduce that the �rst term in the sum is
bounded by �� �The periodicity implies that the term equals j�F n� id��x��
�F n� id��y��j where jx�y�j � � and the bound follows immediately�� Then

lim
n��

				F n�x�

n
� F n�y�

n

				 � 
and hence ���F � is in fact independent of x� �nishing the proof of the propo	
sition�
Observe that �� is related to a circle map f only through its lifts� For a

certain circle map f � if we have two lifts F� and F�� then for all x� F��x� �
F��x� � n for some integer n� Then ���F�� � ���F�� � n� This motivates
the following de�nition�

De	nition �
�
�
 Given a circle map f � the rotation number ��f� is the
fractional part of ���F � where F is any lift of f �

Remark� Since �� is de�ned up to an integer for a circle map f � taking the
fractional part ensures that it is a well	de�ned real	valued function on the
space of all circle maps�

��� Another way to approach rotation numbers

To see why we would want to de�ne the rotation number in the way described
above� consider the following scenario� Suppose a teacher were to give his
student three points f�� � � �� � �� �� � �g as depicted below� The
teacher then asks� �If we consider the points in the sequence to be successive
iterations of a circle map� which rotation numbers is the set of three points
consistent with�� There are many possible rotation numbers how is the
student to narrow down the options� The �rst point that comes to mind is
that any rotation number greater than ��� is inconsistent with these three
points� for in this case� the third iterate would have to lie between the �rst
two iterates� Rotation numbers greater than ��� do not preserve the order
of the three points in the set� The following de�nition� inspired by ����
captures the essence of this property�

De	nition �
�
�
 The rotation number 
 � RnZ is consistent with the
�nite orbit segment ff j�z�gfj���������Ng if the mapping f j�z� �� j
 is orien	
tation preserving�
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For the three points in our example� any 
 � �� �� works� since in this
case f � 
� � � 
� � � 
g is in the same order on the circle as the three points
in the set�
What if the teacher adds an extra point to the set� say �� � �� Now

which rotation numbers are consistent� Some of the rotation numbers which
were consistent before are no longer consistent� Consider� for example� 
 �
�� We have � � 
 � �� This does not preserve the ordering since �� �
�� but � � 
 � � � 
� Similar calculations show that any 
 � ����� ����
is consistent with the four points in the set� For if 
 � ���� then � � 

�mod �� � � Meanwhile� 
 � ��� implies � � 
 �mod �� � � � 
 as well�
We see that as additional points are added to the set� the set of consis	

tent rotation numbers shrinks� If the set is expanded to an in�nite set of
points on the circle� there may not be a rotation number consistent with
that set of points� In our example� we might have a sequence of open inter	
vals �� �� ��� ����� �����  with a nonempty set consisting of one point as a
�limit�� or the sequence might approach the empty set� What we can say is
that if there is a rotation number consistent with an in�nite set of distinct
points on the circle� it must be irrational� For a rational 
 � R�Z� the iter	
ations j
 will eventually repeat� making it impossible to preserve the order
of the in�nite subset�
In fact� the only way there could be an in�nite sequence of points on the

circle consistent with a rational rotation number would be if the sequence is
a periodic orbit�
If there is an 
 that is consistent with an in�nite subset of points� then

this equivalent to saying that f j�z� �� j
 preserves orientation for all j�
Then as j ��� the quantity F j�z��j must approach a limit� where F is a
lift of f � We are back to the original de�nition of rotation number�
Now that we understand the rotation number� we can use it to classify

circle maps�

��� Circle maps with rational rotation number

From the last section� we know that if a circle map has a periodic point�
then its rotation number must be rational� More precisely� if x is a q	periodic
point of a circle map f � then F q�y� � y � p for some integer p� where F is
a lift of f and ��y� � x� In this case� ��f� � p�q�
In fact� the converse is true as well�

Proposition �
�
�
 If the rotation number of a circle map is rational� say

p�q� then the circle map has a periodic point�

�




Proof	 Let f be a circle map such that ��f� � p�q � Q � Fix m � Z�
Then ��fm� � limn���F

mn�x��x��n� Let l � mn� then as n��� l��
so

��fm� � lim
l��

F l�x�� x

l�m
� m��f� �mod ��

Hence ��f q� � � We claim that if ��f� � � then f must have a �xed point�
Suppose f has no �xed point and let F be a lift with F �� � �� ���

Suppose F �x� � x�n for some x � R and some integer n then � �F �x� �
��x� � f � ��x� and ��x� is a �xed point of f �
Hence F �x� � x �� Z for all x � R� Then F �� � � The periodicity of

F � id and the Intermediate Value Theorem imply that for all x� F �x��x �
�� ��� F � id is continuous on the compact set �� ��� hence there must exist
� �  such that for all x� � � F �x�� x � �� ��
In the same manner as the proof of Proposition ���� we obtain a sequence

of inequalities by inserting x � � F ��� F ����  into the above inequality�
Adding the �rst n such inequalities yields n� � F n�� � ��� ��n� Dividing
by n and taking the limit as n�� shows that ��f� 	� � and the proposition
is proved�
This shows that a circle map f with rotation number p�q must have a

periodic point x such that f q�x� � x� Furthermore� for a lift F � there exists
y � R such that F q�y� � y � p� We can strengthen this result by showing
the following�

Proposition �
�
�
 If f is a circle map with rational rotation number� then

all periodic orbits have the same period�

Proof	 Suppose ��f� � p�q� where the fraction is written in lowest terms�
Suppose that for a lift f there exists a periodic point ��x�� then F r�x� � x�s
for some integers r and s� Using x to calculate the rotation number� we �nd
that p�q � s�r so that s � mp and r � mq for some integer m� We claim
that F q�x� � p � x� Suppose that F q�x� � p � x� Then since F q � id is
nondecreasing�

F �q�x�� �p � F q�F q�x�� p�� p  F q�x�� p � x

Iterating this argument� we have F r�x� � s � Fmq�x� �mp � x� a contra	
diction� The argument against F q�x� � p � x is similar� Hence the claim
and the proposition are proved�
We have a nearly complete description of the dynamics for a circle map

with rational rotation number� The only task remaining is to describe the
orbits of non	periodic points� This turns out to be rather simple� Either
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the circle map has one periodic orbit or more than one� If the circle map
has more than one periodic orbit� then the orbit of any non	periodic point
is forward	asymptotic to one periodic orbit and backward	asymptotic to
another� Another way of saying this is that every non	periodic point is
heteroclinic to two periodic orbits� When there is only one periodic orbit�
we amend this statement to say that every non	periodic orbit is homoclinic
to the periodic orbit�
To summarize� we can say that for a circle map with rational rotation

number� every orbit is either �i� periodic or �ii� asymptotic to either one or
two periodic orbits�

��� Circle maps with irrational rotation number

The situtation for these maps is slightly more complicated� Given a circle
map f such that ��f� � R�Q � we can show that the �	limit set of x is the
same for all x � S�� Furthermore� this set is either the entire circle or it is
a Cantor �perfect� nowhere dense� subset of the circle� Recall that y is an
�	limit point of x for f if there is a sequence nk such that limk�� nk ��
and limk�� d�fnk�x�� y� � � In other words� starting with x and applying
f repeatedly� we select a subset of those iterations� If the distance between
y and the iterations goes to zero then y is an �	limit point� Then the set of
all �	limit points of x for f is the �	limit set of x�
In the �rst case� all points have orbits which are dense subsets of the

circle� and the circle map f is topologically conjugate to a rotation by ��f��
In the second case� the orbit of a given point is either in the Cantor set�

or it is asymptotic to the Cantor set orbit� In this case� there is no conjugacy
to a rotation�

��	 Denjoy�s theory

Denjoy showed that if instead of a circle homeomorphism we consider a C�

circle di�eomorphism whose derivative has bounded variation� then we are
guaranteed that the map is conjugate to a rotation�

De	nition �

�
 A map g � S� � R has bounded variation if the

sup
nX

k��

		g�xk�� g�x�k�
		

over all �nite collections fIkgnk�� of disjoint intervals where Ik � �xk� x�k��
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The requirement that the map has bounded variation is critical� In fact�
there is a beautiful example� called the Denjoy counterexample� of a C�

di�eomorphism of the circle which is not conjugate to a rotation� We will
brie�y describe this map since it will play a role in our discussion of the
Aubry	Mather results�
Let us start with a simple rotation by an irrational number 
� that is�

a circle map f whose lift is F �x� � x � 
� The orbit of any point on the
circle is a dense subset of the circle� Therefore� pick any point on the circle
and consider its orbit� At each point on the orbit� delete the point from the
circle and replace it with a small interval� That is� given x� � S�� replace
fn�x�� with an interval In for each n � Z� So long as the in�nite sum
of the lengths of all the intervals converges� and so long as we glue in the
intervals smoothly� the image of our mutated rotation map is di�eomorphic
to a circle�
For a point not on the orbit of x�� the map remains an irrational rotation

by 
� Given this mutated rotation map from S� to M where M is the mu	
tated circle� we can extend the map to be a di�eomorphism ofM by de�ning
it on each of the In� We simply choose a collection of orientation	preserving
di�eomorphisms hn mapping each In onto In	�� If we do this carefully
enough� the resulting map is in fact a C� di�eomorphism of M � which is
itself di�eomorphic to a circle� Hence we actually have a C� di�eomorphism
of the circle� We will call this map a Denjoy counterexample�
Now� a point not on the orbit of x� has the same orbit as before� a dense

subset of the circle� But note that a point in the interior of a given In never
returns� under iteration of the Denjoy map� to In� Hence the orbits of such
points are not dense subsets of the circle� This means that the map is not
transitive and therefore� not conjugate to a rotation� even though it is a C�

di�eomorphism of the circle with irrational rotation number� The existence
of such a map will play a role in our discussion of twist maps in the next
chapter�
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Chapter �

Twist Maps

��� From circle maps to twist maps

The questions we asked about circle maps have simple analogues in the
theory of twist maps� Just as a circle map f has an associated rotation
number ��f�� a twist map has a range of rotation numbers which we call the
twist interval�

De	nition �
�
�
 For a twist map 	 � the twist interval is ���	��� ��	���
where 	j is the circle map obtained by restricting 	 to the boundary cir	
cle S� � fjg for j � � ��
For a rational number in the twist interval� is there a periodic orbit of

the twist map in the annulus� Are there orbits associated with irrational
numbers in the twist interval� To answer these questions� we must �rst
extend our notion of a rotation number� Currently we have only de�ned the
rotation number of a circle map� In a discussion of twist maps� however�
it is useful to associate rotation numbers with certain kinds of countable
subsets of the annulus� More speci�cally� we will �rst extend our de�nition
of rotation number so that we can speak of the rotation number of an orbit
of f �
In the results that follow� we will need to work with the lift F of a

twist map f � This is de�ned intuitively� the lift F � R � �� �� satis�es
� � F��x� y� � f� � ���x�� y� where � � R � S� is the covering map and
F � �F�� F��� f � �f�� f��� Furthermore� it is helpful to have the following
de�nitions in mind�

De	nition �
�
�
 Given a twist map f � the orbit of a point z � A is the
set ��z� � ff j�z�gj�Z� Take a lift F such that F��� � � �� ��� Let x be
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the point in R � �� �� such that ��x� � z� Then the lift of the orbit ��z� is
%�z� � fF j�x� � �i� � � i� j � Zg�

��� Ordered orbits

First we should be clear about which subsets of the annulus we wish to deal
with� It will not be possible to de�ne a rotation number for any subset
of the annulus a radial segment f�g � �� ��� for example� cannot have a
�rotation number� associated with it� However� note that such a segment
could not possibly be the orbit of a single point� Our �rst restriction is to
restrict our attention to orbits of a given twist map when can we assign a
rotation number to an orbit� Take the orbit f�x�� y��� �x�� y��� �x�� y��� g
where �xn	�� yn	�� � f�xn� yn�� For the moment assume that all the x
coordinates are distinct� If we toss out all the y coordinates� the result	
ing set� fx�� x�� x�� g� is a countable subset of S�� and we can apply our
discussion of rotation number from the previous chapter� To actually calcu	
late the rotation number� we could lift the points to R � �� �� and calculate
limn���!xn�n� where ��!xn� � xn� Unfortunately we have no guarantee that
this limit exists� As we noted earlier� there are sequences of points on the
circle which are inconsistent with all rotation numbers�
To remedy this situation� let us add the condition that the the orbit must

be such that f preserves its cyclic order� The following de�nition makes this
idea more precise�

De	nition �
�
�
 Let f be a twist map� The orbit of z is an ordered orbit

if for all �x�� y��� �x�� y�� � %�z�� F��x�� y�� � F��x�� y�� whenever x� � x��
Furthermore� if �x�� y�� and �x�� y�� are in the ordered orbit and x� � x��
then y� must equal y��

The second condition makes sure that when we project the orbit onto
S�� we do not lose any information� Periodic orbits satisfy this condition�
as do the quasiperiodic orbits we will encounter shortly�

��� Rotation number of ordered orbits

The idea now is to calculate the rotation number of an ordered orbit� We will
do this by showing that each ordered orbit induces a homeomorphism of the
circle� The rotation number of the orbit� then� is just the rotation number of
the induced circle map� To de�ne this homeomorphism� we will have to show
that every orbit can be realized as the graph of a Lipschitz function from a
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subset of S� to �� ��� Essentially� because we have a twist di�eomorphism�
the y coordinates of the orbit cannot jump around too quickly� The twist
map itself satisifes a Lipschitz condition which forbids this from happening�

Lemma �
�
�
 Let f be a twist map with lift F � Suppose �xi� yi� � F i�x�� y��
and �x�i� y

�
i� � F i�x��� y

�
��� Then if x�i � xi for i � ��� � �� there exists M � 

such that jy�� � y�j � M jx�� � x�j�
Proof	 First we assume y�� � y�� Then by the twist condition� for any

Y�� Y� such that Y� � Y�� there exists c bounded away from zero such that
Y� � Y��

F��x
�
�� Y��� F��x

�
�� Y��

Y� � Y�
� c

Applying this to our case we have

F��x
�
�� y��� x�� � c�y� � y��� �����

Now using the di�erentiability of f � we have that there exists L such that
F��x

�
�� y�� � F��x�� y�� � L�x�� � x��� L is bounded on the annulus� Since

x�� � x� � F��x�� y���

F��x
�
�� y��� x�� � L�x�� � x�� �����

Let M � L�c and combine inequalities ��� and ��� to obtain the lemma�
The same argument with f� in place of f works for the y�� � y� case�
We can immediately apply this lemma� Given an ordered orbit O con	

sisting of pairs �xi� yi�� there must exist a function � � S
� � �� �� such that

O is contained in the graph of �� �Observe ��xi� is just yi�� Now if we
apply the previous lemma to �xl� yl� and �xm� ym� for l � i� �� i� i � � and
m � j��� j� j��� we obtain that � is a Lipschitz function� Let !O be the set
obtained by deleting from O all the y coordinates� we call !O the projection
of O onto S�� Note that !O is a closed subset of S�� Then we have a map
g � !O � !O de�ned by

g��� � f���� �����

The inverse map g�� � !O � !O is de�ned by

g����� � f��� ��� �����

Because f is a di�eomorphism and � is Lipschitz on !O� g is a homeomor	
phism of !O� Furthermore� g preserves the cyclic order of points of !O� We
will extend g to a homeomorphism of S��
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Denote the closure of !O by K� Given a sequence xn in !O converging
to x � Kn !O� de�ne g�x� � limn�� g�xn�� If we do the same for g

�� we
have a homeomorphism of K� The map can then be extended linearly to
a homeomorphism of S� for example� if x�� x� � K but �x�� x�� �� K�
then for x � �x�� x��� let g�x� � �g�x���x � x�� � g�x���x� � x�� �mod ���
Geometrically� we are simply �lling in the gaps on the circle that are left
after drawing in all the points of K�

Corollary �
�
�
 The circle map g described above is the induced homeo	
morphism of an ordered orbit� Every ordered orbit induces such a homeo�

morphism�

We are now in a position to calculate the rotation number of an ordered
orbit�

De	nition �
�
�
 Given a ordered orbit O� the rotation number ��O� is
de�ned to be the rotation number of the induced homeomorphism g�

This de�nition agrees with the informal de�nition given in the last sec	
tion�

Lemma �
�
�
 The rotation number of an ordered orbit O � ��i� ri�i�Z is

lim
i��

!�i
i

where � � !�i � �i�

Proof	 Note that gi���� � f�
i���� ������ � �� � f i���� r�� � �i� Then

the de�nition of the rotation number for a circle map applied to ��g� yields
the lemma�

��� Rotation number of ordered sets

In fact we can do even better than the results obtained in the last section� An
ordered orbit is merely one example of a more general concept� an ordered
set� We will de�ne an ordered set as follows�

De	nition �
�
�
 An ordered set T for a twist map f is a closed invariant
set of f which satis�es

�� For �x�� y��� �x�� y�� � A� !x� � !x� implies F��!x�� y�� � F��!x�� y�� where
��!xi� � xi�
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�� For �x�� y��� �x�� y�� � A� x� � x� implies y� � y��

An ordered set induces a circle map in the same way as an ordered orbit�
In fact� we can follow the argumentation of the last section to obtain an
induced homeomorphism� The rotation number of this homeomorphism�
then� is just the rotation number of an orbit that is sitting in the ordered
set� Note that any orbit that is contained in an ordered set must be an
ordered orbit� and hence the rotation number of the orbit exists� In this
way we can calculate the rotation number of an ordered set�
Now note that a minimal ordered set is precisely what we called an

Aubry	Mather set in the �rst chapter� It follows that any Aubry	Mather
set is the subset of a graph of a Lipschitz function from S� to �� ��� that
an Aubry	Mather set induces a homeomorphism of the circle� and also that
we can calculate the rotation number of an Aubry	Mather set� These three
properties will become useful later� when we consider ordered sets of irra	
tional rotation number� For now� we will take a look at the rational case�

��� Ordered orbits of rational rotation number

Armed with a de�nition of rotation number that works for ordered orbits� we
can try to �nd ordered orbits with particular rotation numbers� We found in
the last chapter that a circle map with even one periodic orbit must have a
rational rotation number� Consider a periodic ordered orbit of a twist map�
By our de�nition� it must have rational rotation number� Just as for circle
maps� we can ask the reverse question� given a rational number p�q in the
twist interval� is there a periodic ordered orbit with rotation number p�q�
The answer is that for an area	preserving twist map which is a di�eo	

morphism of the annulus� there are two such orbits� Besides being ordered
periodic orbits� they satisfy the condition that they can be parameterized
according to their cyclic ordering after projection from the annulus to the
circle� This parameterization takes a particular form� and in this case we
call the orbit a Birkho� periodic orbit�

De	nition �
�
�
 Let f be a twist map with a lift denoted by F � A Birkho�

periodic point of type �p� q� is a point w � A � S�� �� �� such that for a lift
z � S � R � �� ��� there exists a sequence f�xn� yn�gn�Z in S that satis�es
the following properties�

�� �x�� y�� � z�

�� xn	� � xn�n � N��
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�� �xn	q� yn	q� � �xn � �� yn��

�� �xn	p� yn	p� � F �xn� yn��

The orbit ��w� is then called a Birkho� periodic orbit of type �p� q�� �
�

Here we will only show the existence of one of the Birkho� periodic orbits
of type �p� q� since that is all we need for later purposes�

Theorem �
�
�
 Let f be a twist map with a lift F � For any rational p�q
in the twist interval ���� ���� f has a Birkho� periodic orbit of type �p� q�

Following the argument of ���� the proof of the theorem involves two
stages� In the �rst stage� we set up a space of non	decreasing maps which
correspond to the x	coordinates of candidate Birkho� orbits� On this space�
we can de�ne a Lagrangian functional that takes a non	decreasing map and
gives us a real number� In the second stage� we show that if the Lagrangian
of a certain map L��� is a local minimum for L� then a certain periodicity
condition is satis�ed� If this condition is satis�ed� we can� in a straightfor	
ward way� use � to write down a Birkho� periodic orbit of f � The di�cult
task is showing that a local minimum of L corresponds to a periodicity
condition�

Proof	 Start with the space Sp�q consisting of all nondecreasing real	
valued functions � on Z that satisfy

�� ��n� q� � ��n� � � and

�� ��n� � F����n�� � � ��n� p� � ��n� � F����n�� ��

Let (p�q � Sp�q� �� where � is the equivalence relation that identi�es
two maps in Sp�q if they di�er by a �xed integer translation�
We can think of ��n� as the projection onto S� of a candidate Birkho�

periodic orbit� The �rst condition corresponds to item � in the Birkho� peri	
odic orbit de�nition� while the second corresponds to item �� �xn	p� yn	p� �
F �xn� yn�� The second requirement ensures that it is possible for ��n � p�
to be the x	coordinate of F ���n���
Consider f � (p�q � Rq�Z given by f��� � ����� � ��q � ���� In fact f

is an embedding� giving us a natural topology on f � It follows from condition
��� above that f�(p�q� is a closed and bounded subset of R

q�Z� Hence (p�q
is compact� Furthermore we claim that (p�q 	� ��
Suppose we have x� � �F��x� �� F��x� ��� for some real x� x�� Then by

the twist condition� the image of the interval I � fxg � �� �� intersects the
interval I � � fx�g � �� �� in only one point recall that the twist condition
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states that for a �xed x coordinate� F��x� y� is a strictly increasing function
of y� Since there is always only one point of intersection� we can write it as
�x�� h�x� x���� de�ning the function h in the process� We obtain a three	sided
region bounded by R � fg� I �� and the curve F �I�� Since this three	sided
region is determined only by x and x�� we denote it by T �x� x��� Because
f is area	preserving� the lift of the area that f preserves is an area on
S � R � �� �� preserved by F � We can calculate the area of the triangular
region T �x� x��� denote it by H�x� x��� H is the classical generating function

for the twist map f �
Now we can de�ne the Lagrangian Lp�q � (p�q � R given by

Lp�q��� �

q��X
n��

H���n�� ��n � p��

Thus ends the �rst stage of the proof� In order to continue� we must in	
troduce the periodicity condition that will be satis�ed when the Lagrangian
hits a local minimum�
Let h��n� � h���n � p�� ��n��� ���n� � ���n�� h��n��� and ���n� �

F�� � ���n� p��
For the moment let ���n� � �a� b�� Then F �a� b� � ���n�p�� h��n�p�� �

���n�p�� h���n�� ��n�p���� This is just the point of intersection of F ���n��
�� ��� with ��n� p�� �� ��� Therefore� a � ��n�� We de�ne h��n� � b� In
other words� h��n� is de�ned by the equation ���n� � ���n�� h��n���
We will now take a quick detour to state the periodicity condition and

show that it gives us what we want�

Lemma �
�
�
 If the periodicity condition h��n� � h��n� is satis�ed for

every n then the map �� � Z � R de�nes a Birkho� periodic orbit of type

�p� q��

Proof	 De�ne a sequence of points by �xn� yn� � ���n�� Then the period	
icity condition implies immediately that F ����n�� � ���n�p� and condition
��� in the Birkho� de�nition is satis�ed for f�xn� yn�g� The third condition
is trivially satis�ed� The only thing left to check is that ��n� is strictly
monotone�
Suppose it is not and there is some integer n for which ��n� � ��n��� but

h��n� 	� h��n� ��� Now consider ���n � p�� h��n � p�� � F�����n�� h��n��
and ���n � p � ��� h��n � p � ��� � F�����n�� h��n � ���� Since ��n� is
nondecreasing� ��n�p� � ��n�p���� Then the reverse twist condition for
F�� implies that h��n� � h��n� ��� Then using this with ��n� � ��n� ���

�




the twist condition on F implies that ��n � p� � ��n � p� ��� Hence � is
not non	decreasing and we have a contradiction� proving the lemma�
We are now in a position to begin the second phase of the proof of the

main theorem�

Lemma �
�
�
 If the Lagrangian Lp�q has a local minimum at �� then with

that �� the periodicity condition h��n� � h��n� is satis�ed for all integers n�

Proof	 Suppose that for some n� h��n� 	� h��n�� The �rst case we
consider is when ��n� �� � ��n� � ��n� ��� We assume for now that

 � h��n� � h��n� � �

We will construct a function which yields a smaller value of the Lagrangian
than the alleged minimum� By de�nition� F ���n�� h��n�� � ���n � p� �
���n�p�� h��n�p��� Then from the assumption we conclude that h��n�p� �
�� Choose � �  and de�ne

"���m� �



��m� if m 	� n �mod q��

��m�� � if m � n �mod q�

Choose � �  su�ciently small so that the assumption and the bound on
h��n�p� ensure that "�� � (p�q� Now our task is to show that Lp�q�"��� � Lp�q�
We will do this using an area argument�
First we make the following de�nitions�

I� � f��n� p�g � �� ��
I� � f��n�g � �� ��
I� � f��n� p�g � �� ��
"I� � f"���n�g � �� ��

Let A� be the four	sided region bounded by I�� F �I��� "I�� and R � �
Let A� be the four	sided region bounded by F �I��� I�� F �"I�� and R � �
Note that three sides of F���A�� coincide with A�� If we want to show

that F���A�� � A�� the only sides we have to worry about are F
���I�� and

F �I���
If � is chosen small enough� then "I� is su�ciently close to I� to guarantee

that all of the y	coordinates of the segment F���I�� � � "��� ��n�� � �� �� are
less than the y	coordinates of the segment F �I�� � � "��� ��n�� � �� ��� Then
F���A�� � A��
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Denoting the preserved area function on R� �� �� by �� we have ��A�� �
��F���A��� � ��A���
Then applying the de�nition of Lp�q yields

Lp�q���� Lp�q�"��� � H���n�� ��n � p�� �H���n� p�� ��n��

�H���n�� �� ��n� p���H���n� p�� ��n�� ��

� ��A��� ��A�� � 

Now � is no longer a local minimum� this contradiction implies the
lemma� for the particular case we have considered� If we had assumed in	
stead that

  h��n� � h��n�  �
then we would be able to run the same argument with success� except now
we would have to de�ne "���n� � ��n� � � and show that A� � F���A���
The structure of the argument is identical�
We considered a case where ��m� was strictly monotonic for m � n �

�� n� n��� To �nish the proof of the lemma� we must generalize� Once again
suppose h��n� 	� h��n� for some integer n� This time� we suppose that there
is some integer k such that

��n� �� � ��n� � ��n� �� � � � � � ��n� k� � ��n� k � ��

Using the twist condition we can show that there are only three possibilities
to consider� either �  h��n� � h��n�  � �  h��n� k�  h��n � k�  �
or h��n � l� � h��n � l� for l � � �� � k� The third case implies the
lemma� As for the �rst two cases� they correspond to the two di�erent
assumptions we made in the more special monotonic	� case above� They
are simply perturbations to the left and to the right of ��n� and ��n � k�
respectively the basic argument is� once again� the same�

��	 Ordered orbits of irrational rotation number

Having shown that for a twist map f � every rational number p�q in the twist
interval of f corresponds to a Birkho� periodic orbit of type �p� q�� we can
continue the analogy with circle maps still further� does an irrational number
in the twist interval correspond to any particular orbits in the annulus�
More speci�cally� is there an ordered set with irrational number 
 for each
irrational 
 in the twist interval�

�



This question was answered a�rmatively by S� Aubry and J� Mather�
who� working independently� published extensively on this subject in the
early ��
�s� We will return to the methods they used to prove the main
theorem� the Aubry	Mather theorem� after �rst examining a straightforward
method of deducing the theorem given the existence of Birkho� periodic
orbits� This method is due to Katok ����
Katok�s idea is� in a nutshell� to approximate an irration number 
 in

the twist interval by a sequence of rationals in the twist interval� For each
of these rationals� there is an associated Birkho� periodic orbit� We have a
sequence of closed invariant sets� each of which is a Birkho� periodic orbit�
and hence we can take the limit of this sequence in the Hausdor� topology�
The limit is a closed invariant set� in fact an Aubry	Mather set with rotation
number 
�
In order to present a detailed version of this proof� a few preliminaries

have to be dealt with�

De	nition �

�
 Consider the space H consisting of closed subsets of a
metric space �X� d�� We assign a metric to H� called the Hausdor� metric�
as follows�

d�A�B� � sup
x�A

fd�x�B�g � sup
x�B

fd�A� y�g

where A and B are closed subsets of X� �Recall that for A � X� d�x�A� �
infy�Afd�x� y�g��
Any homeomorphism f of a compact metric space X induces a homeo	

morphism of H� A closed set is an invariant set of f if and only if it is a
�xed point of the induced homeomorphism� since the set of �xed points of
a continuous function is closed� we �nd that the set of closed invariant sets
of f is a closed set with respect to the Hausdor� metric�
We are now in a position to prove the Aubry	Mather theorem� Theorem

������
Proof	 Given an irrational number 
 in the twist interval of a twist map

f � write down a sequence pn�qn of rationals �each in lowest terms� which
converges to 
� �Take each pn�qn to be in the twist interval�� Then for each
rational pn�qn� we are guaranteed the existence of a Birkho� periodic orbit
On of type �pn� qn�� As established in section ���� each On is contained in
the graph of a Lipschitz function �n � S

� � �� ��� Based on the argument
in the proof of that lemma� the set of all the Lipschitz constants is a set
of positive numbers bounded away from zero� If we take the in�mum of
that set� we have a positive number which can serve as Lipschitz constant
for all the functions at once� Therefore� we have an equicontinuous family
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of Lipschitz functions and we can apply the Arzela	Ascoli theorem� The
theorem implies that �n � � where � is Lipschitz�
We have a sequence of Birkho� periodic orbits wn� each of which is a

closed invariant set of f � Denote the accumulation point of the wn� in the
Hausdor� metric� by the set I� Because the set of closed invariant sets of
f is closed in the Hausdor� metric� I must be a closed invariant set of f �
Furthermore� I is a subset of the graph of �� since the graph of �n contains
wn for each n� Finally� f preserves the cyclic ordering of I since it preserves
the cyclic ordering on all the wn�
Now we show that the rotation number of I is indeed 
� Let fn be

the circle map induced by wn� Then ��fn� � pn�qn� Since I is an ordered
invariant set� we have an induced circle map f	� From the induced circle
map construction and the construction of I from the wn we have fn � f	
uniformly� Now by the following lemma� we have ��f	� � limn�� pn�qn � 

as desired�
Finally� we note that f	 is a circle map with irrational rotation number�

Hence its minimal set is either the entire circle or an invariant Cantor subset
of the circle�
The only thing left to show is the following lemma�

Lemma �

�
 The rotation number ���� is continuous in the C� topology�

Proof	 For a circle map f � write ��f� � �� Choose r�s and p�q in Q
such that r�s � � � p�q� Lift f to F such that �� � F q�x� � x � p for
some x � R� Then for all x � R� F q�x� � x � p if not� then � � p�q� a
contradiction� We saw earlier that F q�id is periodic and continuous hence
it attains its maximum M on ���� �� Then �F q � id��x� � M � p for all
x � R� so there exists � �  such that for all x� �F q � id��x� � p� �� This
means that a su�ciently small perturbation G of F satis�es �Gq� id��x� � p
for all x� Hence the rotation number of the circle map whose lift is G is less
than p�q� We can run a similar argument to show that the rotation number
of this circle map is greater than r�s as well� proving the lemma�

��
 Connection with Denjoy

In the last chapter we mentioned the Denjoy counterexample� a C� di�eo	
morphism of the circle which is not topologically conjugate to a rotation�
Suppose for a twist map f we obtain an Aubry	Mather set I which is a
Cantor subset of an invariant circle of f � Then the restriction of the twist
map to the invariant circle is essentially a circle map whose invariant set
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is a Cantor subset of the circle� This means that the circle map cannot be
topologically conjugate to a rotation hence it is a Denjoy counterexample�

��� Other proofs

There are several other strategies for proving the Aubry	Mather theorem�
We will brie�y discuss three other strategies�

����� The proof of G� R� Hall

Hall�s proof ���� di�ers primarily in its construction of periodic ordered
orbits for area	preserving twist maps� The concept of a Birkho� periodic
point is not needed in this approach� We give a brief outline�
First� Hall proves that each rational number p�q in the twist interval

corresponds to two distinct periodic orbits of rotation number p�q� How	
ever� these periodic orbits are not guaranteed to be Birkho� orbits� or even
ordered orbits� The proof of the existence of periodic orbits� furthermore� is
not based on an the extremal of any function Hall takes a topological ap	
proach� The idea is to take the set of all p�q	periodic points of a twist map�s
lift F � denoted by )� and then perform a series of topological operations on
)� Let S � R � �� ��� Then let U� be the component of Sn) that contains
R � fg� Let V be the component of Sn *U� which contains R � f�g� where
the bar denotes closure� Finally� we take the boundary of the complement of
the closure of V � Call this set &� Hall proves that every point in F���&��&
is a p�q	periodic point for F �
Next� through a series of careful lemmas that rely on the topology of

the plane� Hall shows that to every p�q	periodic orbit there is an associated
ordered p�q	periodic orbit�
The �nal step is similar to Katok�s approach� Hall takes a sequence

of ordered periodic orbits of rotation number pn�qn converging to some
irrational 
 in the twist interval� He takes from each orbit one pn�qn	
periodic point and constructs a sequence zn of periodic points �which come
from ordered orbits�� A subsequence of these points must converge to a
point z	� Using a simple lemma� Hall shows that the orbit of z	 must be an
ordered orbit with rotation number equal to 
�
One advantage to Hall�s approach is that� because his results are rooted

in the two	dimensionality of the annulus� his proofs can be generalized to
twist maps which do not preserve area but instead satisfy weaker topological
conditions�
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����� The proof of J� N� Mather

Mather ��� proves the existence of quasi	periodic orbits without going
through the intermediate step of showing the existence of periodic orbits�
The main feature of his proof is an Euler	Lagrange condition which is a
generalization of the argument used above to show the existence of Birkho�
periodic points� Given an irrational number 
 in the twist interval� Mather
shows that when a cleverly de�ned functional F	��� takes its maximum on
the space of all weakly order preserving mappings from R to R� an Euler	
Lagrange equation V ��� t� �  is satis�ed for all real t� From this condition
it is easily shown thatM
� the closure of the set of ���t�� ��t�� such that � is
continuous at t� is either the entire real line or a Cantor set invariant under
the lift of the twist map� �Here ��t� is a function related to ��t��� Hence
the projection of M
 gives us our Aubry	Mather set�
The great advantage to Mather�s variational approach is that it is not

di�cult to extend his arguments to produce existence proofs of dynamical
behavior besides the quasi	periodic Aubry	Mather behavior� With Katok�s
approach� it is possible to show the three behaviors associated with rational
rotation numbers� the Birkho� periodic orbit� the orbit that is asymptotic
in forward and backward iterations to a single periodic orbit� and the orbit
that is asymptotic in forward and backward iterations to two periodic orbits�
But it is not possible to show the three kinds of irrational rotation number
behavior� an orbit dense in the circle� an orbit dense in a Cantor set� and
an orbit homoclinic to a Cantor set� Katok�s approach can be used only to
show the �rst two kinds of behavior for irrational rotation number orbits�
With Mather�s approach� the third kind of behavior can be described as
well�
Another advantage to Mather�s approach is that� because his methods

do not rely on any Lipschitz conditions� he is able to state all of the results
for area	preserving twist homeomorphisms of the annulus� The maps do not
have to be di�erentiable�

����� The proof of Katznelson and Ornstein

Y� Katznelson and D� S� Ornstein ��� have the most novel approach to
proving the existence of Aubry	Mather sets� they examine the images of
curves in the annulus and using various �trimming operators�� they actually
trim the curves down to size until they are one	sided	invariant graphs of
functions which are either continous or contain a countable number of jump
discontinuities� In the former case� the graph is an invariant curve of the
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twist map� while in the latter� the graph contains a minimal invariant set�
which is precisely the Aubry	Mather set we are after�
Their discussion centers on the concept of a �left� pseudograph� which is

obtained by drawing in the vertical line segments on the graph of a function
which has only positive jump discontinuities� The idea is to take a function
�� and create a set that contains the graph of �� all the points ��� ������
and ��� ������� and the vertical line segments connecting ��� ������ and
��� ������ at every point of discontinuity � of ��
By examining the action of a twist map f on these pseudographs� and

inventing appropriate trimming recipes for pseudographs� they are able
to show the existence of invariant sets of all rotation numbers� including
Birkho� periodic orbits and Aubry	Mather sets� The main idea of trim	
ming is to take a curve ��t� � ���t�� r�t��� �nd a maximal closed subset
E of the circle on which ��t� is monotone� and then delete the parts of �
which are not in E and replace them with vertical segments connecting the
endpoints� This results in what is called a proper curve� The limsup of an
in�nite sequence of maps consisting of trimming� then twisting� trimming�
then twisting� etc� applied to a �left� proper curve is a �left	proper� pseu	
dograph� If these trimming operations are proper� i�e� if they preserve the
area of the region bounded by the pseudograph and the inner circle of the
annulus� then in fact the limsup is a curve invariant under the inverse of the
twist map� From here it is an easy step to obtain the actual Aubry	Mather
sets and show they have the right rotation number�
The method of Katznelson and Ornstein has numerous advantages� no

Lipschitz condition is required� no complicated and careful variational ar	
guments are required� and the methods can be extended to construct many
di�erent kinds of orbits besides those contained in Aubry	Mather sets�

��� The three�body problem revisited

What do Aubry	Mather sets tell us about the dynamics of the three	body
problem� We now know that the Poincar�e map f � in a neighborhood of
the elliptic �xed point p� has Aubry	Mather sets of all rotation numbers�
The rational rotation numbers correspond to periodic orbits of the Poincar�e
map� which also correspond to periodic trajectories of the three bodies�
Since there are in�nitely many rational numbers in the twist interval of f �
there are in�nitely many such periodic orbits�
As for the irrational numbers in the twist interval� we know that f has

invariant sets with those rotation numbers� Each set is either an invariant
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circle or a Cantor subset of the circle� In the former case� if the invariant
circle is conjugate to an irrational rotation� the orbits on the circle are
dense subsets of the circle� This corresponds to quasiperiodic motion of
the three bodies their con�gurations always return to the invariant circle
whenever Q� �  and the Poincar�e slice is reached� but their con�guration
never returns to a point on the slice that the trajectory has already passed
through�
If the invariant circle is not conjugate to an irrational rotation� or then

there must be an invariant Cantor set sitting inside the invariant circle� The
restriction of the Poincar�e map to the circle is a Denjoy counterexample� If
we start with a point in the Cantor set� then the orbit of the point will �ll
the Cantor set densely hence we witness quasiperiodic motion of the three
bodies again� but this time� they do not come in�nitesimally close to every
point of the invariant circle� If we start with a point outside the Cantor set�
then we will never end up in the Cantor set�
Finally� if there is no invariant circle of a certain irrational rotation

number� the closed invariant ordered set with that rotation number must
project in � � � correspondence onto a Cantor subset of the circle� The
orbits in this case can be complicated� including both orbits on the Cantor
set and orbits that are asymptotic to the minimal Aubry	Mather set� In
either case� if we plot the orbit of a point in the invariant set on a sheet of
paper representing the Poincar�e slice� we end up with �Cantor dust� that is
spread out on a loop in phase space surrounding the elliptic �xed point� It
will appear as though an invariant circle near the plotted points has not only
been deformed but has had in�nitely many arcs cut out of it� The motions
of the three bodies will once again trace out a complicated quasiperiodic
trajectory�
One important point about these quasiperiodic trajectories is that they

are not chaotic� The motion is restricted to a very small area of phase space�
Once we know the con�guration of the system at a particular time t�� if the
con�guration lies in an invariant ordered subset of the Poincar�e slice which
has irrational rotation number� even though the motion will not be periodic�
we can generally predict what will happen� The fact that we can do all of
this without ever writing down the solutions of our di�erential equations
shows is just one small illustration of the power of the methods we have
employed�
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Appendix A

Poisson bracket calculations

The six planar isosceles initial conditions guarantee that the sys�

tem will always lie in an isosceles triangle


One way to show this is to recast the problem as a nonlinear Hamiltonian
system� Using Poisson brackets� we will be able to show very easily that the
planar isosceles conditions are invariant under the time	evolution of our
Hamiltonian system� This will involve using the fact that the solution y�t�
of a system of di�erential equations �y � h�y� is a real analytic function if
h is a real analytic function�
To recast the problem in the Hamiltonian formalism� we introduce the

following choice of canonical coordinates�

q� � x� p� � m� $x� � m�u�

q� � x� p� � m� $x� � m�u�

q� � x� p� � m� $x� � m�u�

q� � y� p� � m� $y� � m�v�

q
 � y� p
 � m� $y� � m�v�

q� � y� p� � m� $y� � m�v�

The energy integral for the original system is the kinetic energy plus the
potential energy� In the original coordinates� this is

h �
�

�

�X
i��

mi� $x
�
i � $y

�
i � � U

where U is the potential energy from ����
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Substituting our canonical variables into the above expression for h� we
�naively� obtain an expression for the Hamiltonian function H � O � R

where O � R�� �

H �

�X
i��

pi
� � pi	�

�

�mi
�

X
��k�l��

Gmkmlp
�qk � ql�� � �qk	� � ql	���

�A���

Because the gravitational force is conservative� we have an autonomous
�nonlinear� Hamiltonian system with a ��	dimensional phase space� We
remark that the whole reason we are trying to show that the gi identically
vanish for all t is to reduce the dimension of this monstrous phase space to
a more manageable number�
Note that the Hamiltonian function is de�ned for all z � �q�p� � R��

except when q� � q�� q� � q�� q� � q�� q� � q
� q� � q�� or q
 � q�� These six
conditions correspond geometrically to six di�erent ��	dimensional closed
sets� their union is again a closed set� so the phase space O is an open
subset of R�� � Also note that H is smooth� indeed analytic� on O�
To assist us in our task of writing the equations of motion in a simple

and elegant way� we now introduce the ��	dimensional vector z� the ��� ��
matrix J � and the gradient of H by�

z �

�
BBBBBBBB�

q�
���
q�
p�
���
p�

�
CCCCCCCCA
� J �

�
 I
�I 

�
� rzH �

�
B�

�H
�z�
���

�H
�z��

�
CA �A���

In the de�nition above� I is simply the � � � identity matrix� Now the
equations of motion for the system can be summarized neatly by�

$z � JrzH�z� �A���

A straightforward exercise shows that this is equivalent to the standard
statement of Hamilton�s equations� $qi � Hpi � $pi � �Hqi �
We now introduce the Poisson bracket�

fF� Gg � �rzF �
TJrzG �A���

�




Here F and G are smooth functions from O � R�� to R� The Poisson
bracket results in such a function as well� that is� if we de�ne H �� fF�Gg�
then H � O � R is smooth�
Now the elegance of the Hamiltonian formalism becomes clear� Let g �

O � R be a smooth function� and let H be the Hamiltonian function as
before� Then we note that

fg� Hg � �rzg�
TJrzH

� �rzg�
T $z

�

�
�g

�z�
� � � � � �g

�z��

��B�
�z�
�t
���

�z��
�t

�
CA

�

��X
i��

�
�g

�zi

�zi
�t

�
�
dg

dt

Next� we recast the planar isosceles conditions� using six functions on
phase space� gi � O � R for i � �� �� � ��

g��z� � q� � q�

g��z� � q� � q


g��z� � q�

g��z� � p� � p�

g
�z� � p� � p


g��z� � p�

Hence� the isosceles triangle initial conditions amount to stipulating that

gi � z�� �  for i � �� �� � �

for a given trajectory z�t� � R � O� where z�t� satis�es ����
Since fgi� Hg � dgi

dt for any function g on phase space� we have

dgi
dt

				
z���

� fgi� Hg � z�� � � �A���

with detailed calculations to follow� The �rst calculations are short�

dg�
dt
�

d

dt
�q� � q�� �

�
p�
m�
�

p�
m�

�
�
�

m
g�� and therefore

��



dg�
dt

				
z���

�
�

m
g� � z�� � 

Similarly�
dg�
dt

				
z���

�
�

m
g
 � z�� � 

and
dg�
dt

				
z���

�
�

m
g� � z�� � 

The remaining calculations require actual evaluation of the Poisson brackets�
To evaluate fF� Gg for a given F and G� we need an expression in terms of
coordinates� For our problem�

fF�Gg � �rzF �
TJrzG �

�
�F

�z�
� � � � � �F

�z��

�
J

�
B�

�G
�z�
���
�G
�z��

�
CA

This is equivalent to

fF�Gg �
�
�F

�q�
� � � � � �F

�q�
�
�F

�p�
� � � � � �F

�p�

� �
 I
�I 

�

�
BBBBBBBBBBB�

�G
�q�
���
�G
�q�

�G
�p�
���
�G
�p�

�
CCCCCCCCCCCA

�

�
�F

�q�
� � � � � �F

�q�
�
�F

�p�
� � � � � �F

�p�

�

�
BBBBBBBBBBB�

�G
�p�
���
�G
�p�

� �G
�q�
���

� �G
�q�

�
CCCCCCCCCCCA

�

�X
i��

�
�F

�qi

�G

�pi
� �F

�pi

�G

�qi

�

�



Now we can calculate dg�
dt �

fg�� Hg � fp� � p�� Hg � ��H
�q�

� �H

�q�
�H

�q�
�

Gm�m��q� � q��h
�q� � q��

� � �q� � q
�
�
i��� � Gm�m��q� � q��h

�q� � q��
� � �q� � q��

�
i���

�H

�q�
� � Gm�m��q� � q��h

�q� � q��
� � �q� � q
�

�
i��� � Gm�m��q� � q��h

�q� � q��
� � �q
 � q��

�
i���

fg�� Hg � � Gm�m��q� � q��h
�q� � q��

� � �q� � q��
�
i��� � Gm�m��q� � q��h

�q� � q��
� � �q
 � q��

�
i���

Finally�

dg�
dt

				
z���

� fg�� Hg � z�� � � Gmm��q� � q��h
q�� � �q� � q��

�
i��� �  �A���

Next we calculate dg�
dt �

fg
� Hg � fp� � p
� Hg � ��H
�q�
�
�H

�q

�H

�q�
�

Gm�m��q� � q
�h
�q� � q��

� � �q� � q
�
�
i��� � Gm�m��q� � q��h

�q� � q��
� � �q� � q��

�
i���

�H

�q

� � Gm�m��q� � q
�h

�q� � q��
� � �q� � q
�

�
i��� � Gm�m��q
 � q��h

�q� � q��
� � �q
 � q��

�
i���

fg
� Hg � � �Gm�m��q� � q
�h
�q� � q��

� � �q� � q
�
�
i��� � Gm�m��q� � q��h

�q� � q��
� � �q� � q��

�
i���

�
Gm�m��q
 � q��h

�q� � q��
� � �q
 � q��

�
i���

��



Finally�

dg

dt

				
z���

� fg
� Hg � z��

� � Gmm��q� � q��h
q�� � �q� � q��

�
i��� � Gmm��q
 � q��h

q�� � �q
 � q��
�
i���

�
Gmm�h

q�� � �q� � q��
�
i��� ��q� � q� � q
 � q�� � 

as required� The last calculation we will carry out is dg�
dt �

fg�� Hg � fp�� Hg � ��H
�q�

�
Gm�m��q� � q��h

�q� � q��
� � �q� � q��

�
i��� � Gm�m��q� � q��h

�q� � q��
� � �q
 � q��

�
i���

Therefore�

dg�
dt

				
z���

� fg�� Hg � z�� � Gmm��q� � q��h
q�� � �q� � q��

�
i��� � 

Thus we have shown that for each i� dgidt evaluated at z�� gives zero� We

remark that using similar tricks� we can show that dngi
dtn evaluated at z��

gives zero for all n� �In fact� we have successfully employed Mathematica
scripts to evaluate the Poisson brackets to verify this claim�� It is merely
a matter of noting that when successive pi and qi derivatives are taken of
the above brackets� the new terms that appear in the numerator will always
sum to zero when the planar isosceles conditions at z�� are substituted�
Consider again the trajectory z�t�� We know it must satisfy ���� Since

H is analytic on O� we have a system of the form

�z � F �z�

where F is an analytic function on O� Now we can apply the following
standard theorem ����

Theorem A
�
�
 Given the �rst�order system of di�erential equations�

dx

dt
� X�x� t��

��



if X�x� t� is an analytic real function of the real variables x�� � xn and t�
then every solution of the above system is analytic�

We conclude that z�t� must be an analytic function of t� Since each gi
is an analytic function on O� each �gi � z� must be an analytic function of t�
Expanding about t � � we have

�gi � z��a� �
�X
i��

�dn�gi � z��dtn�t�� an
n+

�

�X
i��

�dngi�dt
n�

z�z��� $z��

n+

By the remark above� each term in the series is zero� Hence �gi � z��a� is
zero for all a such that jaj � R�i� �� where R�i� � �  is the radius of
convergence for the power series of �gi � z� about t � � Note that there is
nothing special about t � � We merely stipulated that the planar isosceles
triangle conditions were to hold just at t � � and now we know they hold
for all t � ��a� a�� Running the same argument over again at the endpoints
of this closed interval� we can extend the result for all t � R� �

��



Appendix B

The Poincar�e map is a

di�eomorphism

Since the vector �eld XK is smooth on M � the �ow �t is a one	parameter
family of di�eomorphisms� We will use this fact to show that f is a di�eomor	
phism on S� Let g be the function de�ned by g�t� z� � �� � �t�z�� where ��
denotes projection onto the third component� and z � �Q�� P�� Q�� P�� �M
such that �Q�� P�� � S� Write g�T� z� � � We wish to solve this equa	
tion for T � since T satis�es Q��T � � � �The initial conditions for the four
variables� including Q��� � � are given by z�� We claim that �g��t 	� �
Since the velocity of the third mass can never be zero in this problem� the
only way our claim could be false is if the third mass starts at Q� �  with
zero velocity� This exception has been excluded by our choice of section S�
By the implicit function theorem� there is a smooth solution r�z� such that
g�r�z�� z� � � Since r�z� is smooth� f must be smooth as well� The same
argument can be used to show that f�� is smooth� except that now we must
de�ne r�z� � T to be the greatest such T �  with Q��T � �  given initial
conditions speci�ed by z� Hence f is a di�eomorphism of S�
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